"The scholarship helps my parents economically with the purchases of school supplies. I really enjoy coming to the Learning Resource Center (LRC) to do my homework, and I make use of the materials that are offered, from books, to the people who help at the Center, to use of the Internet. I also enjoy helping the younger students. It is a tremendous support that I am happy to receive." - Melany - SOL scholarship student.

"My daughter recently joined the Reading Campaign at the LRC in Dario. During the last few months, she has been going to the LRC and her reading skills have increased tremendously. She also joined a dance class. Before she could barely read, but now she is reading fluidly and very well. She has also improved in her classes at school and she is very motivated to read books! With the opportunity to borrow books and bring them home, she now reads every day. Thanks to SOL, and the programs offered, the quality of our life has improved." - Melania, mother of a student LRC visitor.